
CAFE RACER PROJECT

The first feature on 'How to Build a CafÃ© Racer' struck a chord. Not everybody who read it agreed with the content, but
when it comes to style.

Exhaust Exhaust is important to pay attention to it because it can really make or break a cafe racer. If you have
a center stand, I would engage that and also have some sort of lift under which ever part of the motorcycle is
heaviest to keep it balanced like I have pictured above. You can also find some nice motorcycle seat
replacements on Amazon. The good news is, painting a motorcycle tank is actually relatively simple, but quite
time consuming. Guides to all these things can be found on forums all over the place. You may also get away
with altering the angle of the gear lever, but brake pedals are slightly trickier. Install Lights, Instrument Panel,
Handlebars, and Fenders Now is the time to install your lights, instrument panel, handlebars, and fenders. You
just rebuilt your own stunning cafe racer! The controls may feel awkward now that you've altered the riding
position, or you may be lucky, and they feel ok. And some even have a circular hole cut in the top. Do not
rebuild your carburetor unless you have a guide showing you how to do it; there are many small parts to a
carburetor that are easy to lose and hard to remember where they go; carbs also often have screws that should
not be turned in all the way, rather some need certain thread counts. All these questions and plenty more
should be getting asked at this point. Older motorcycles will usually have scratched up side engine covers due
to dropping the bike. After sanding, use a metal polish to really give the side covers that brand-new shine.
Unfortunately you cannot shine cast-aluminum engines. Also by leaving only the tank in place, you can now
see whether or not it's going to form part of the project. Getting creative, then technical, then creative again. I
recommend doing the tank at this point during your rebuild so it has time to cure during the time you spend on
the rest of your motorcycle. My 3D printer was very useful in order to create mounts or enclosures for smaller
parts like turn signals, speedometer, ignition key holder when I relocated the ignition switch to the side etc.
Take the appropriate steps to clean up everything and make it look the way you want it to. One thing everyone
seems to cheap out on is suspension. These numbers are the gear ratios inside these instruments. You can
either go with a small seat for one person, a large seat to fit two people, some clip-on handlebars for a cafe
racer look, or some flat bars for a flat tracker look etc Same goes for the Led strip light, I just stick it to the
wood plank. You can easily find rear hoop replacements on Amazon. He tried putting what he thought was the
right bolt back onto the engine, only to find that he had used too long of a bolt and cracked the cylinder head.
Modifying the original is a good option as the seat pan already fits your frame and you can either shorten it or
get it reshaped with a hump and recovered. If there are any spots that have rust, then you will need to sand
down those spots to bare metal before you paint to prevent the rust from spreading any further. Rebuilding and
modifying a motorcycle takes a lot of time and you must be willing to sacrifice some of your evenings and
weekends to get the project done. If you plan on having your seat custom made, now is the time to do it. I
recommend doing this before you do any painting on the rims. Wrap and tape around your engine and wiring
harness and make sure the tape is secure. Label every wire you see. Take a minute to think of your electrics
and where all that gear will be hidden. Game Plan â€” What do you want and why do you want it? It helps to
keep them connected and test them out to make sure you know what their job is. Basically, what we have right
now is a motorcycle with a bare naked frame, just a fuel tank, an engine and some wheels. These types of
motorcycles tend to be a lot easier to restore and convert into cafe racers because of their simplicity and basic
systems.


